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"WHE SHADOW OF DALLAS: . : 
A PRIMER ON THE ASSASSINATION | . 
OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY" oT 

PUBLISHED BY "RAMPARTS" MAGAZINE | 

By letter dated 10-31-67, the Cincinnati Office forwarded — 

_ an advertisement sent by "Ramparts" magazine, 1255 Portiand Place, 
Boulder, Colorado, as a subscriptica gimmick, As an inducement to 

subscribe to "Iiamparts)" the poteatial customer is offered eithor a ecpy 

of caztioned beck or one called "A Vietnam Primer" also published by . 

"Ramparts" magazine, as a bonus to a six-menths subscription oris . 

given both these beoks if he subscribes for a full year, "tn the Shadow’ 

ef Dailas" is described as a “nowly-revised... collection of exclusive 

articles on the assassination and its aftermath" taken from “the pages of 

Ramparts." Amon the articles is ons entitled "The Case for Jim Garrison,’ 

by Wiiliam W. Turney, which purports to analyze the facts cf New Orleans 

. District Attorney Carrisoa's invectization and which purports to explain, - 

Way large televisicn hctworks--and the FEI and CLA--are so set on 

discreulting Garrison,” 

INFORMATION IN BUFILES: =~ 
  

"Raaparts” magazine and Tililiam W. Turner tre, of course, 

well known to the Bureau. Bufiles contain no reference to "In the Shacow of 

Dallas" nor can any reference therein be found to "The Case for Jim Garrison. © 

Apparently this benus-beok (96 pages in leagth) is merely a reprint of articles 

which previously were carried in "Ramparts" miegazine. Tt would also appear 

that "The Case for Jim Garrison" may be, at least in large part, a syathesis 

of such acticles as "The Pict Thickens, "The Inquest, “ and "The Press Versus 

Garrison, " which appeared respectively ia the April, June, and September, 19 

issues cf “Ramparts, "all of which kave come to cur attention. Turner's 

hs Jatest effort in this direction, "The Presa Versus Carrision, "is typical. 
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. the large television nefivorks and"the press at latge. * In conduding this 
article ° Turner writes "Such tactics smack of de esperation--and indicate 
there is much to hide.” te tat, 

OBSERVATIONS: 9 - -- 

White “In the Shadow of Dallas" will doubtless contain 
nothing new in regard to the assassination controversy, it is felt that for 
reference purposes a cony of “in the Shadow of Dallas” would be auscful 
addition to tae Bureau Ubrary. 

RECO:LAENDATION; 

' That, if approved, Crime Records will atterspt to. ottatn 
a copy of "Ia the Shadow of Dallas” for reference Purposes. and review. 
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